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Copper grounding bar 19'', 20xM5, 2xM6 - Accessory for
cabinet earthing EB 19

Enoc
EB 19
56594
7330701090943 EAN/GTIN

32,57 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Copper grounding bar 19'', 20xM5.2xM6 EB 19 Other version, width 15mm, height 3mm, depth 485mm, copper grounding bar, 2 main earthing connection points with M6
screws, 20 attachment points with M5 screws, 2 insulators, assembly as 19 inch solution possible, assembly as 10U vertical solution possible on the corner profile or on the
side of the 19 inch profile, including fastening material
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